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A quasiperiodic Pb monolayer has been formed on the fivefold surface of the Al-Pd-Mn quasicrystal. Growth
of the monolayer proceeds via self-assembly of an interconnected network of pentagonal Pb stars, which are
shown to be � inflated compared to similar structural elements of the quasiperiodic substrate. Measurements of
the electronic structure of the system using scanning tunneling spectroscopy and ultraviolet photoemission
spectroscopy reveal that the Pb monolayer displays a pseudogap at the Fermi level which is directly related to
its quasiperiodic structure.
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Quasicrystals are complex intermetallic alloys with long-
range aperiodic order and noncrystallographic rotational
symmetry.1 The physical properties arising from the quasip-
eriodic arrangement of metal atoms in quasicrystals signifi-
cantly depart from those of periodic alloys.2 The most sur-
prising feature is perhaps the fact that although quasicrystals
are alloys of metallic elements, they behave as poorly metal-
lic systems. A decrease of the spectral intensity at the Fermi
level corresponding to the presence of a pseudogap3 in the
density of states �DOS� is found in bulk electronic measure-
ments of quasicrystals. The pseudogap arises because of the
Fermi surface–Brillouin zone interaction, and it has been
shown that the transport properties are dependent on the
depth of the gap.4 Consequently, there is considerable inter-
est in clarifying the relative importance of quasiperiodic or-
der and the complex chemistry of quasicrystals in determin-
ing the width and depth of the pseudogap.

The issue would be considerably simplified if there were
single element quasicrystals. As such materials do not exist
in bulk form, there have been several recent attempts to grow
single element quasiperiodic systems using quasicrystalline
surfaces as templates. A number of elements with differing
chemistry have been utilized in an attempt to achieve this
goal. On both Al-Pd-Mn �Ref. 5� and Al-Ni-Co,6 Si atoms
have been found to occupy unique sites at submonolayer
coverages, leading to ordered adsorption; however, at cover-
ages �0.33 ML �monolayer�, the structures became increas-
ingly disordered due to occupation of a range of other ad-
sorption sites. Aluminum atoms were found to order into
pentagonal “starfish” on the fivefold surface of Al-Cu-Fe at
low submonolayer coverages, though this initial ordering did
not lead to the formation of ordered monolayers.7 Franke et
al. first demonstrated quasiperiodicity in Bi and Sb monolay-
ers on Al-Pd-Mn and Al-Ni-Co quasicrystal surfaces.8 These
measurements were done using diffraction techniques, which
do not yield information on how such layers assemble.

Moreover, no quantitative information on either the structure
of the monolayers or their electronic properties was obtained.

In this Brief Report, we present findings on the self-
assembly, structure, and electronic properties of a quasiperi-
odic monolayer. We have used the fivefold Al-Pd-Mn surface
as a template for Pb adsorption at a range of fluxes and
substrate temperatures. The initial growth and stability of the
monolayer was studied by scanning tunneling microscopy
�STM�. The structure of the Pb film is found to be � inflated
compared to the quasiperiodic substrate, where �, the golden
mean, is an irrational number �=1.618. . . � associated with
pentagonal geometry. The electronic structure of the system
was measured by ultraviolet photoemission �UPS� and scan-
ning tunneling spectroscopy �STS�, and it is demonstrated
unambiguously that the aperiodic structure influences the
electronic density of states such that the Pb monolayer ex-
hibits a pseudogap at the Fermi level.

These experiments were performed under ultrahigh
vacuum using low energy electron diffraction �LEED�, Au-
ger electron spectroscopy �AES�, x-ray photoemission spec-
troscopy �XPS�, UPS, STS, and variable temperature STM.
The Al70Pd21Mn9 sample was cut perpendicular to its five-
fold symmetry axis. Lead deposition was carried out using
an electron beam cell with a flux of 2.5�10−3 ML /s. The Pb
source was calibrated by means of XPS and STM using an
Al�111� crystal.

We first outline the adsorption characteristics of the ad-
sorption of Pb as monitored by AES and XPS. The evolution
of the intensity ratio of the PbNOO �96 eV� and AlLVV �68 eV�
Auger peaks as a function of dosage time is plotted on Fig.
1�a�. The rate of adsorption of Pb decreases with increasing
Pb coverage; the curve initially rises exponentially and then
reaches saturation at monolayer coverage. No further growth
was observed under the range of fluxes �2.5�10−3–2.5
�10−2 ML /s� and substrate temperatures �57–653 K� used
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in these measurements. The film was observed to desorb to-
tally at a temperature of 670 K which is higher than the bulk
melting point of Pb. The Al 2p and Pb 4f core levels were
also recorded upon adsorption. The shape of the Al 2p core
level measured is identical to that of the clean quasicrystal
surface for the monolayer as deposited at room temperature
or annealed to 653 K. The Pb 4f core level recorded from the
quasiperiodic Pb monolayer has an identical shape and inten-
sity to that measured from 1 ML of Pb grown on Al�111� �see
Fig. 1�b��. The lack of new components and chemical shifts
within the core level peaks is consistent with the immiscibil-
ity of Pb and Al.9,10

We now describe observations of the self-assembly of the
Pb monolayer at the atomic level. Figure 2 shows the Al-
Pd-Mn surface after the adsorption of 0.2 ML of Pb. At this
coverage, individual Pb atoms, incomplete pentagonal stars,
complete pentagonal stars and networks of pentagonal stars
are all visible on a single terrace. The formation of these
networks indicates that the Pb atoms are mobile enough to
diffuse on the surface.11,12 We have observed this network
formation in the temperature range of 57–653 K. With in-
creasing coverage, the density of stars increases with addi-

tional atoms filling the interstices within the network. The
edge length of the pentagon formed by joining the tips of
these pentagonal stars is 4.9�0.3 Å and they are mono-
atomic in height. The smallest pentagonal structural elements
present on the clean Al-Pd-Mn surface have an edge length
of 3.0 Å,13 i.e., � smaller than the smallest pentagon within
the Pb structure. This � scaling of the basic structural ele-
ments is reflected in a � scaling of the complete monolayer
structure �described below�.

The pentagonal stars all have the same orientation on this
terrace and on adjoining terraces, indicating that they nucle-
ate at unique sites. Pentagonal islands of a similar size and
orientation were reported by Cai et al. when dosing Al on the
isostructural Al-Cu-Fe surface.7 Both Al and Pb pentagonal
islands are obtained regardless of the deposition rate, a fact
characteristic of a heterogeneous nucleation process at spe-
cific trap sites.7,14,15 However, Al starfish islands do not de-
velop into a quasiperiodic layer upon further deposition,
which is indicative of different kinetics in that system.

The structural characteristics of the completed Pb mono-
layer are now described. The complete monolayer exhibits a
well-ordered quasiperiodic structure as evidenced by the
fivefold LEED pattern �inset of Fig. 3� and from the analysis
of atomically resolved STM images. The monolayer density
is 0.09 atom /Å2, deduced from the intensity of the Pb 4f
core level compared to that measured of a Pb monolayer
deposited on an Al�111� surface �see Fig. 1�b��. It exists two
equivalent ways to improve the overall structural quality of
the Pb monolayer; either by depositing at room temperature
then annealing at 653 K or by depositing Pb while maintain-
ing the substrate at 653 K. Figure 3 shows a STM image
acquired following the latest procedure which is used for the
rest of this Brief Report. The roughness of the film Zrms is
0.2 Å, comparable to that of the quasicrystal substrate.13 A
fast Fourier transform �FFT� calculated on a larger STM im-
age �not shown here� exhibits tenfold symmetry, and it is
comparable to FFTs calculated from STM images obtained
from the clean fivefold Al-Pd-Mn substrate except for a �−1

scaling of distances in reciprocal space. A patch of a Penrose
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FIG. 1. �a� Ratio of the intensities of the PbNOO �96 eV� and
AlLVV �68 eV� Auger peaks as a function of the coverage in dosage
time. �b� XPS spectra of the Pb 4f core levels for 1 ML of Pb
adsorbed on the fivefold Al-Pd-Mn quasicrystal surface �full curve�
at 653 K and on Al�111� �dashed line�. The markers at 136.6 and
141.5 eV indicate the position for elemental Pb.

FIG. 2. �Color online� 180�180 Å2 STM image for 0.2 ML of
Pb adsorbed on the fivefold surface of Al-Pd-Mn. A large pentagon
formed by five smaller pentagonal islands is outlined.
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�P1� tiling superimposed on the Pb monolayer emphasizes
the quasiperiodic nature of the deposited monolayer �Fig. 3�.
The tiling is composed of four tiles: the regular pentagon, the
rhombus, the crown, and the pentagonal star. A similar tiling
was derived from the clean fivefold Al-Pd-Mn surface,13 but
the tiles used on Fig. 3 are � inflated compared to those
found for the clean surface. This � scaling in the basic struc-
ture is also evident from a simple inspection of LEED pat-
terns.

The electronic structure of the monolayer was probed us-
ing UPS and STS. Figure 4�a� presents UPS measurements
close to the Fermi level for the clean Al-Pd-Mn quasicrystal
surface, an annealed Pb monolayer on the quasicrystal sur-
face, and 1 ML of Ag adsorbed on an annealed Pb monolayer
on a quasicrystal surface. Using a previously established
procedure,3 the depth C of the pseudogap was measured for
the three systems. In this procedure, the depth parameter C
=0% is for a metallic sample and C=100% for an insulator.
Although a value of C=35% is found for both quasiperiodic
structures, the depth is reduced to 16% after deposition of a
disordered Ag monolayer on the Pb thin film. This demon-
strates that a single metallic layer is sufficient to greatly en-
hance the spectral intensity in the vicinity of the Fermi level.

In addition to UPS, STS measurements were collected on
the annealed Pb monolayer and the clean Al-Pd-Mn surface
�see Figs. 4�b� and 4�c��. Normalized dI /dV spectra represent
an average over 104 I�V� curves before differentiation. These
results are tip independent and I�V� curves were collected in
a gridlike manner on different local atomic configurations.
The pseudogap appears larger on the Pb structure �Fig. 4�c��
than on the clean surface �Fig. 4�b��. This effect is consistent
with the UPS analysis, as the UPS signal includes a contri-
bution from the substrate to the spectral intensity at EF; STS
measurements probe only the DOS of the topmost surface
layer hence reducing the Al-Pd-Mn electronic contribution to
the signal detected. Furthermore, in a nearly free-electron-
like system, the width of the gap scales with the lattice po-

tential �VK� which is the product of the form factor wk and the
geometrical structure factor SK of the crystal.16,17 The larger
gap measured by STS on the Pb film compared to the clean
Al-Pd-Mn surface is expected, as the form factor wK is di-
rectly related to the atomic number of the element probed.
With an identical crystallographic structure for both the sub-
strate and the deposited monolayer, the heaviest element
should open a larger gap. We infer that the quasiperiodic
structure is responsible for the formation of this pseudogap.

In conclusion, we have successfully used the Al-Pd-Mn
surface as a template to grow a monoelement quasiperiodic
monolayer. The monolayer self-assembles via a network of
pentagonal islands. The structure of the monolayer is � in-
flated compared to the surface of the substrate. The reduced
chemical complexity allow us to correlate the quasiperiodic
structure with the formation of a pseudogap in the DOS at
EF. The system represents an interesting testing ground for
further experimental investigations on the physical properties
associated with aperiodic order.
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500145, EPSRC �Grant No. GR/S19080/01�, and the U.S.
Department of Energy and the Basic Energy Sciences for
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FIG. 3. �Color online� 250�250 Å2 STM image of 1.0 ML of
Pb adsorbed on the fivefold surface of Al-Pd-Mn. Inset: LEED pat-
tern recorded at 80 eV at the same coverage.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� UPS measurements at the Fermi level
for several systems: clean surface �black, full line�, a monolayer of
Pb annealed on the quasicrystal �red/gray, large dash�, and with an
additional Ag monolayer deposited �blue/dark gray, small dash�.
��b� and �c�� STS measurements on the clean and Pb dosed fivefold
Al-Pd-Mn surface.
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